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P
resident Bush is to be commended for making

Social Security private account reform a top

legislative priority,but the mixed defined-ben-

efit / defined-contribution model that he has in mind

has been criticized for transferring too much invest-

ment and longevity risk to accountholders. In re-

sponse, President Bush should consider an alternative

approach to private account design— indexed benefit

offsets —that would retain the existing defined-bene-

fit model and eliminate this risk transfer.

In the private pension system, most large companies

are way ahead of President Bush, having already transi-

tioned to a mixed defined-benefit/defined-contribution

model.This trend is an ominous one for rank and file em-

ployees, who are ill-equipped to take on the investment

and longevity risks inherent in defined-contribution

plans,and I agree with reform opponents who argue that

it would be still worse for Social Security.

The Bush plan is expected to have two key ele-

ments: private accounts funded through a dedicated

portion of current payroll taxes, and new, reduced

Social Security benefit formulas that will take into ac-

count the lifetime payments that these private ac-

counts may be able to provide (leaving total benefits

theoretically unchanged). Since individual experi-

ence will differ from the life expectancy and invest-

ment earnings assumptions reflected in the benefit

formula reductions, critics see only increased risk for

accountholders.

President Bush should not be deterred by this crit-

icism, because equity-related investment returns on

private accounts would give Social Security a huge

new source of financing,making it stronger and more

secure for everyone—but especially for lower income

Americans who rely so heavily upon it. Advance

funding has been an enormous boon for all private

pension plan participants and would be equally ad-

vantageous for Social Security.But there ought to be a

better way to do it—and there is.

Here’s how private account reform could retain the

existing defined benefit model. Instead of reducing the

existing benefit formulas today based on some as-

sumed earning rate, Congress should leave the formu-

las completely alone. Then, at retirement, a unique

benefit offset would be calculated for each accoun-

tholder based on what he or she could have really accu-

mulated by investing in a stipulated performance

index, such as the S&P 500.

Under this indexed benefit offset approach, when

John Doe retires, the Social Security computers would

calculate a notional (i.e., hypothetical) offset account

balance for him based on his own private account con-

tribution history and the performance of the index.

Based on this hypothetical offset account balance, his

benefit under the existing formulas would be reduced

for a fixed offset period—say five or 10 years. After the

offset period,Social Security would pay his full benefits.

Here’s John Doe’s net monthly payment, assuming

a benefit under the existing formulas of $3,000, a 10-

year (120-month) offset period and a hypothetical off-

set account of $50,000. (Social Security would 

calculate this amount—without using, or even know-

ing, his actual private account balance.) 

Monthly Benefit by Formula $3,000

Indexed Offset [$50,000 / 120 months] (417)

Net Social Security Payment $2,583

At the end of the first year, his hypothetical offset ac-

count would be updated for assumed payments ($417

per month) and changes in the index,and then his offset

would be recalculated, reflecting the 108 months 

remaining in the offset period. (Social Security still

wouldn’t know his actual private account balance,or ifhe

had actually taken any payments from it.) Annual offset

calculations would continue,ceasing after 10 years.

Let’s say that John Doe had always fully invested his

actual private account in the index. He’d have 
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accumulated about $50,000—the same as the hypo-

theticalaccount balance Social Security was using in his

offset calculation. To make himself “whole,” he would

just draw down the offset amounts ($417 per month in

the first year, etc.) His actual private account would

keep pace with his hypothetical offset account until

they were both exhausted at the end of 10 years.

If his actual private account had outperformed the

index,his monthly drawdowns could be larger than the

offsets, and he would receive increased total benefits—

but “windfalls” should be rare. If he wanted to take no

risk, he would just always stay 100 percent invested in

the index.

Even without potential windfalls, there are still

good reasons to expect that workers would want to in-

vest in private accounts.The accounts would be passed

on to one’s heirs at death, and retirees would have flex-

ibility to draw down their accounts as slowly as they

wished—or not at all. (Workers would also know that,

no matter what happened to Social Security, their own

private accounts would always be there for them.)

With indexed benefit offsets, there would be only

one almost surefire windfall—to the Social Security

system itself. The system would keep almost all invest-

ment gains, just as it would if the existing “trust fund”

were invested in common stocks, instead of govern-

ment bonds, but with none of the practical concerns

associated with actual government ownership. (This is

why it’s a defined-benefit reform model.)

In closing,here’s one more suggestion.Turn private

account administration over to the existing private sys-

tem (employer plans and IRA providers). With 

carefully drafted guidelines/restrictions, there should

be no need for a big new government bureaucracy,and,

with indexed benefit offsets and few windfalls, no in-

surmountable concerns over fair treatment of workers

who may initially lack access to the private system.

Private system administration and indexed benefit

offsets would offer most of the economic and political

advantages of real, broad-based account ownership,

while retaining all of the benefit guarantees and pro-

gressivity of the current Social Security benefit struc-

ture. No other approach can do all this, helping to

reestablish the efficient, fair and secure Social Security

system that we all want.�

P
ension Section members should have already re-
ceived these recently published issues of The
Pension Forum. To find copies online, go to

http://www.soa.org/ccm/content/areas-of-practice/spe-
cial-interest-sections/pension/pension-publications/.

The Yield Curve Forum (Volume 15, No. 1, December
2004), features three papers on the construction and
use of corporate bond yield curves.
• “Understanding the Corporate Bond Yield 

Curve”by H. Höfling, R. Kiesel and G. Löffler
• “Durational (Select and Ultimate) Discount 

Rates for FAS 87 and 106 Valuations” by R.
Iverson, H. Rackley, S.Alpert and E. Kra

• “Valuation of Pension Obligations with Lump 
Sums”by R.Wendt

Do we need a Reevaluation of ASOP 27 (Volume 16,
No.1, January 2005) reprints “A Reevaluation of ASOP
27, Post-Enron: Is It an Adequate Standard of
Professionalism?” by F. Todisco (originally published

in the Vancouver Financial Economics Monograph)
• R. North Jr. and F. Turpin discuss Mr. Todisco’s 

paper
• L. Bader and J. Gold contribute “What’s Wrong 

with ASOP 27: Bad Measures, Bad Decisions”
• Also included is a comment letter sent by 24 actu-

aries to the Actuarial Standards Board regarding 
the recently revised introduction to the ASOPs.

Financial Economics: Post-Vancouver Papers
(Volume 16, No. 2, March 2005) features three papers
on the application of financial economics to pension
actuarial practice, with discussants 
• “Pension Deficits: An Unnecessary Evil” by L.

Bader (originally published in Financial Analysts 
Journal)

• “Fixing the Pension Plan Funding Rules” by E.
Burrows (originally published in the Vancouver 
Financial Economics Monograph) 

• “Reaffirming Pension Actuarial Science” by D 
Mindlin (new paper) �

Announcing the Publication of Three New
Issues of The Pension Forum


